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Both established **Special** Strategic and Global Partnership.

For India, Japan is the **largest** donor of official assistance.

For Japan, India is the **largest** recipient of ODA Loan support.

**Japan and India Vision 2025 Special Strategic and Global Partnership**

Working Together for Peace and Prosperity of the Indo-Pacific Region and the World

December 12, 2015

FACT SHEET: Japan and India, Working Together for Peace and Prosperity

37. The two sides noted **the progress of the Champions for Societal Manufacturing (CSM) Project** and welcomed its continuation, including the sub-project “Village Buddha,” as a **valuable Japanese contribution to “Make in India.”**
Mindset Change is the key to realize potential power of Indian people.
1,800+ Leaders and 800 companies through 9 Years are the Foundation of Indian Industries to receive increasing FDI. And our Journey is extended until Sep. 2018.
Indian Way of Management will lead Indian Companies to be reliable partners and Foreign Companies to fit in India.